Polarization vision mitigates visual noise from flickering light underwater
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In shallow water, downwelling light is refracted from surface waves onto the substrate creating bands of light that fluctuate in both time and space, known as caustics. This dynamic illumination can be a visual hindrance for animals in shallow underwater environments. Animals in such habitats may have evolved to use polarization vision for discriminating objects while ignoring the variations in illumination caused by caustics. To explore this possibility, crabs (Carcinus maenas) and cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis), both of which have polarization vision, were presented with moving stimuli overlaid with caustics. Dynamic caustics inhibited the detection of an intensity-based stimulus but not when these stimuli were polarized. This study is the first to demonstrate that polarization vision reduces the negative impacts that dynamic illumination can have on visual perception.

INTRODUCTION
In many shallow water environments, downwelling light can be refracted from surface ripples to create a mesh of moving bands of illumination across the seafloor, known as caustics (1). These are generated when concave and convex parts of the water’s surface refract and focus rays of light, creating areas of both converging and diverging incident light (2, 3). This spatio-temporal variation of illumination is also described as caustic flicker, caustic networks, or wave lensing. Underwater, caustics are most visible when the incident light projects orthogonally onto the seafloor (4) with the spatial frequency of this pattern highest at around five times the wave’s crest-to-crest distance below the surface and will lessen with increasing depth, turbidity, and diffuseness of light (3, 5).

Because water caustics create a continuously moving light environment, they can conceal the movement of animals, allowing prey to evade their predators or prey to hunt their prey while going unnoticed (6, 7). By associating with visually noisy areas, individuals can exploit environments with reduced visibility by taking refuge within it, in turn influencing predator/prey interactions (8, 9). This occurs because dynamic visual noise reduces an individual’s signal-to-noise ratio, whereby the caustic flicker interferes with the detection of visual information associated with the location of an animal (10).

Given the hindrances that dynamic visual noise can have on predator and prey visual systems, what physiological mechanisms may animals have evolved to mitigate these impacts? A popular theory put forward by Maximov (11) is that opponent channels in color vision may have evolved originally for this purpose. This is because the dynamic properties of caustics are largely achromatic and are therefore predicted to have only a small effect on the relative activity of spectral photoreceptors. Little evidence has been provided to support this hypothesis beyond demonstrating its feasibility in simulated visual systems (12). Furthermore, while Maximov focused his theories on color vision, there is also reason to believe that a similar hypothesis could explain the evolution of polarization vision underwater (13). Many invertebrates have evolved polarization vision and use it as an alternative to color for purposes such as navigation, habitat selection, communication, and predator/prey detection (14, 15). Polarization sensitivity is known to increase salience in visual tasks by improving object-background contrast (16, 17). It may also help with spotting transparent prey items [(18) but see (19)] or detecting objects that contain polarization reflections as part of communication strategies (20). Prey wavelength-based or intensity-based camouflage may also be exposed in polarization, such as in fish with silvery scales that mirror these modalities but not the polarization of light (21, 22).

For Maximov’s theory to extend to the realm of polarization, it first needs to be demonstrated that dynamic caustics underwater show little or no modulation in polarization. While previous work investigating dynamic illumination of veiling light in the water column (looking horizontally through open water near the surface) recorded substantial modulation in both intensity and polarization (10), there has been no attempt to quantify the polarization content of dynamic caustics present on the seafloor. Given the relatively small fluctuations in refractive angle as sunlight travels through surface waters and given the low refractive indices between benthic objects and seawater, it seems unlikely that caustics on the seafloor would be accompanied by significant modulations in polarization. It remains unknown whether polarization vision in this context might be useful for mitigating the negative effects of dynamic illumination.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To investigate whether caustic patterns in shallow waters show high degrees of noise in intensity but not polarization, we recorded video sequences of the shallow seafloor (~1 m depth) under sunny conditions off Mount Batten Beach, Plymouth, United Kingdom, using a polarization video camera. All video sequences showed large spatial and temporal fluctuations in intensity [mean 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of pixel values: 32.6 to 114.9 on the 256 increment 8-bit scale] but very small modulations in the degree of polarization (DoP; mean 95% CI: 0.043 to 0.065) (Fig. 1 and movie S1). General levels of polarization varied slightly depending on the overall reflected intensity of the substrate (fig. S2 and movie S2), likely driven by differences in the polarization of veiling light between the camera and
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the target but remain weakly polarized with little modulation over short time scales. Theoretically, therefore, polarization vision could help mitigate the impacts of visual noise under natural ecological conditions.

To test whether animals use polarization vision to mitigate the problem of detecting objects in dynamically illuminated conditions, we used an established assay (24–29) to present shore crabs \textit{(Carcinus maenas)} (30) and cuttlefish \textit{(Sepia officinalis)} (30) with moving stimuli varying in intensity or polarization contrast overlaid with either stationary or moving caustics (Fig. 2A). Replicating natural caustics, these simulated caustics varied only in intensity but not polarization. The assay did not attempt to directly replicate natural conditions but could represent a scenario in which the target animal is approached by a predator viewed against a vertical or sloped background of rock or weed, such as may be found in large rockpools or shallow coastal waters. Dynamically moving caustics substantially impeded the ability of both species to detect an intensity-based moving stimulus (Fig. 2, B and D: chi-square comparison of glmm models with and without treatment as a factor in crabs; df = 1, \(\chi^2 = 121.7, P < 0.001\); and cuttlefish: df = 1, \(\chi^2 = 67.1, P < 0.001\)). However, when the moving stimulus was presented in contrasts of polarization alone, the negative effects of the dynamic caustics on stimulus detection were abolished (Fig. 2, C and E: in crabs: df = 1, \(\chi^2 = 0.337, P = 0.56\); and cuttlefish: df = 1, \(\chi^2 = 0.179, P = 0.67\)).

These experiments uncover evidence for a previously unknown function for polarization vision: the reduction of visual noise caused by fast flickering water caustics. Consistent with Maximov’s theory for the evolution of color vision underwater (11), these results suggest a powerful evolutionary driver for the development and maintenance of polarization vision in shallow aquatic environments. The benefits conveyed by mitigating dynamic visual noise are likely to have provided a substantial evolutionary advantage to animals foraging or hiding from predators in shallow clear waters of the ocean. This particularly applies to color-blind species such as the cuttlefish, whose polarization vision is the most acute among the animal kingdom studied so far (28) and appears to supersede the need for color.

Looking into the neural pathways involved in the use of polarization vision in this visual context may provide further understanding of how and why polarization sensitivity enhances object detection in visually noisy environments. Both crustaceans and cephalopods have two-channel polarization vision systems, in which half of their polarization-sensitive photoreceptors have microvilli (containing the visual pigments) aligned with the visual horizon and the other half oriented perpendicularly to the horizon (31, 32). In crabs, the signal output from these photoreceptors connect with interneurons within the external plexiform layers of the lamina (33) to produce three output channels, (i) horizontal polarization, (ii) vertical polarization, and (iii) both channels combined to convey intensity information. The three channels terminate in the medulla, and it is theorized that signals from the two polarization channels project to a pathway independent of the intensity information, creating a parallel system for independently processing intensity and polarization.
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**Fig. 1. Intensity and polarization properties of natural caustics.** (A) Intensity snapshot from a sequence filmed with a polarization camera (see movie S1 for full sequence). (B) Fluctuation of pixel values over time in intensity (top) and DoP (bottom). Each line is color-matched to its sample location [colored dots in (A)]. (C) Median and 95% CI for the data in (B). Overall mean CI indicated on each plot. (D) Same data as in (C) but collected from 100 frames (6.7 s) from each of five different scenes. High fluctuations in intensity, but not polarization, are observed on the seafloor in the presence of caustics.
of light (17, 34, 35). By being processed in parallel, the visual system is afforded access to a broader range of contrast information and enhances the ability to discriminate between objects and their background. This independent processing of polarization and intensity appears to be beneficial in water caustics; flickering illumination will prevent the binding of intensity-based features in the environment, but an object could still show polarization contrasts against the relatively stable unpolarized backdrop of the substrate despite unreliable intensity information. Polarization information, therefore, could remain effective for predators or prey performing different visual tasks in dynamically illuminated environments. Determining the effectiveness of polarization vision in this type of natural context should be the focus of future investigation.

Our study demonstrates a clear benefit for polarization vision in shallow waters, offering insights into how environmental conditions may have shaped the evolution of visual systems to mitigate the impacts of visual noise. Furthermore, both camera and digital processing technology are sufficiently advanced to replicate this in silico, offering opportunities to improve imaging systems for various forms of underwater platforms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Quantifying polarization in caustics

The polarization content of dynamic caustics in the natural environment was measured using a monochrome polarization camera (Blackfly S USB3 with Sony IMX250MZR sensor, Teledyne FLIR, Wilsonville, USA) mounted inside a custom-built underwater housing. Rather than recording frames with subpixels sensitive to red, green, and blue wavelengths (as in most standard cameras), frames consist of subpixels with four different orientations of polarization sensitivity: 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°. Locations were selected on an ad hoc basis according to ease of access and only included footage from when the Sun was fully exposed. Pixel response was first linearized using a 0.8 gamma correction function. The four polarization channels were then processed to extract the first two stokes parameters using the formulae

\[ S_1 = \frac{i_{90} - i_0}{i_{90} + i_0} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ S_2 = \frac{i_{45} - i_{135}}{i_{45} + i_{135}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( i_0, i_{45}, i_{90}, \) and \( i_{135} \) refer to pixel values at each orientation of polarization sensitivity, and \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are the first two stokes parameters. DoP was then calculated using the formula

\[ \text{DoP} = \sqrt{S_1^2 + S_2^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

DoP values for each pixel were then assigned color values, where warmer colors represent higher levels of polarization. Any overexposed pixels were excluded from the analysis and assigned a “white” pixel in the false-color DoP images.

Animals

C. Maenas of mixed sex were collected at low tide from Clevedon beach, United Kingdom (Global Positioning System: 51.43707, −2.86637), where they shelter under upper intertidal rocks and seaweed. The crab carapaces ranged from approximately 20 to 50 mm. They were collected in batches of 25 crabs and housed within individual plastic boxes in a shallow saltwater aquarium. Crabs were fed twice a week with defrosted mussels, cockles, or prawns. Temperature, salinity, and a natural light cycle were maintained for the duration of the experiment. Each crab was used in one experiment only and returned to the collection location within 1 week. Measurements were mostly carried out in the morning between 9 a.m. and midday.

S. officinalis of mixed sex were raised from eggs in aquaria at the Marine Biological Association, Plymouth, United Kingdom. In total, 25 individuals were tested ranging in size from 8 to 12 cm in mantle.
length. Each cuttlefish was fed a live shrimp three times a day or a single small crab once a day. *S. officinalis* were housed individually in fiberglass tanks (30 cm by 65 cm by 40 cm), which were cleaned twice per week. All tanks had a continuous circulation of water from a large flow-through system (supplied by fresh seawater from Plymouth sound) providing stable water quality throughout the experiment. Again, it was ensured that a naturally occurring light cycle was maintained for the duration of the experiment.

**Experimental apparatus**

*C. maenas* were tethered above a spherical treadmill consisting of a Styrofoam ball (10 cm in diameter) suspended in a flow of air supplied from a compressed air tap into the bottom of a three-dimensional printed hemispherical cup (Fig. 2A and fig. S1A). Tethering involved gluing the “loop” part of a square of Velcro to the dorsal carapace of the crab using cyanoacrylate glue and then attaching this to a square of “hook” Velcro attached to a horizontally mounted metal rod. One of two custom-made stimulus screens was mounted against one open wall of the experimental arena constructed from a white fabric 50 cm by 50 cm by 50 cm Photo-Studio Cube. For intensity-only stimuli, two digital projectors (CP-WX3030WN, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan), one presenting caustics and the other presenting predator-only stimuli, were tethered above a spherical treadmill consisting of a Styrofoam ball (10.5 cm in diameter) against a plain background with a refresh rate of 30 Hz, expanding over a 3-s period for crabs and 1-s period for cuttlefish. The relative radiance of intensity-based expanding disc stimuli and the static caustic background was measured using a spectrophotometer (Flame, Ocean Insight, Largo, USA) coupled to an optic fiber (0.6 mm in diameter, 2 m in length; Ocean Insight). Radiance values in the 400- to 700-nm wavelength range were then used to calculate Weber contrast of the stimulus relative to the background. The same spectrophotometer coupled to a rotatable Glan-Thompson polarizer (Thorlabs, Newton, USA) was used to determine the DoP values of the stimulus and background using Eqs. 1 to 3 above. Audio beeps fed from the computer to a digital video camera recording crab behavior were used to synchronize the two data streams. These beeps were muted from external speakers so that the animals could not detect the sound.

The experimental apparatus used to study cuttlefish responses was similar to that used for crabs, with some exceptions relating to differences in natural history between the species. A rectangular aquarium tank (60 cm by 30 cm by 31 cm) was filled with 45 liters of circulating seawater and enclosed in a gazebo covered in black cloth to create a shaded environment (fig. S1C). Rocks were positioned in a V-shape at the back of the tank, which encouraged the cuttlefish to rest in a consistent position facing toward the stimulus screen (fig. S1D).

With the exception of the frontmost face of the aquarium, the inner surfaces were lined with white plastic glued to the glass to prevent distraction from reflections and to eliminate intensity artifacts caused by the internal reflection of polarized stimuli (36). For the first cuttlefish experiment involving intensity-only moving stimuli, a sheet of diffuser film (0.5, Lee Filters) was taped to the front surface of the tank to act as a rear projection screen. For the second cuttlefish experiment involving polarization-based moving stimuli, this diffuser was removed and the polarization screen was clipped onto the front surface of the tank (fig. S1E). Four sets of aquarium tanks were constructed side by side to enable a higher throughput of data collection (fig. S1F).

**Experimental protocol**

Animals in each experiment were presented with a series of expanding disc stimuli viewed against either a dynamic or static background of simulated intensity-based caustics. The order in which each series of contrasts was presented was fully randomized, and the order of dynamic and static backgrounds was alternated, so that half of the animals experienced a stimulus series on a dynamic background first, followed by static, and the opposite for the other half of the animals. For *C. maenas*, each crab was left to acclimatize on the treadmill for 3 min, before being shown one of the seven randomly ordered expanding disc stimuli with 1-min intervals between each stimulus (each crab spent approximately 20 min on the treadmill in total). After the experiment, the animal was removed from the treadmill and returned to its housing tank. Each crab was tested twice within each experiment (once for static and once for dynamic caustic conditions) in alternating order and with an interval of ~20 min between sessions for rehydration and recovery. Different crabs were used for each experiment, so 50 animals experienced the intensity-based moving stimuli, and 50 different animals experienced polarization-based moving stimuli. Trials were only started when a crab was actively walking on the treadmill, as this minimized the proportion of false negatives from already stationary crabs.

For *S. officinalis*, individual cuttlefish were transferred to the four experimental tanks using a net and bucket and were fed a live shrimp.
to help them settle and then were left to acclimatize for at least 4 hours before experiments began. At the start of experiments, the projector(s) were switched on and the first cuttlefish was left to acclimatize to the new light conditions for 10 min before being shown a series of five contrasts of moving stimuli in a random order with approximately 5-min intervals between each stimulus. Following this, the animals were left for 10 min to acclimatize to the second caustic treatment before experiencing the same five stimuli again in a different random order. As for the crabs, stimulus contrast was randomized within each series and the order of caustic treatment alternated between different cuttlefish. Different animals contributed to each experiment. However, because of lower overall numbers of animals available, five animals from the first intensity-based experiment had to be reused for the second polarization-based experiment. Trials were only initiated when the cuttlefish was still and facing toward the stimulus monitor.

Response scoring
Videos of the animals were manually scored by an observer using a blind approach (i.e., no knowledge of stimulus contrast while scoring) to produce binary response data for each of the four experiments. Behaviors were only counted as a definite response when they occurred within the expansion phase of the stimulus. For C. maenas, positive responses included one or a combination of freezing or slowing to a stop, a clear increase or decrease in speed, tucking the legs and/or claws toward the body for protection, and extending the claws in an aggressive posture (movie S3). Fewer than five responses (of 50) were recorded to the zero-caustic stimulus in either crab experiment, implying a false-positive rate of <10%. For S. officinalis, a positive response included one or a combination of a very quick change of color across the whole or part of the body (including some very subtle changes), a sudden contraction of the body (jerk movement), or a sudden movement of the eyes toward the screen (movie S3). For cuttlefish, no responses were observed for the zero-caustic stimulus, implying a very low rate of false positives.

Analysis
Similar to How et al. (25), the data were analyzed using a generalized linear mixed-model with one between-subjects factor, “caustic treatment” (static and dynamic), and one within-subjects factor, “stimulus contrast value” (5 to 7 Weber or polarization contrasts). The glmer function within the lme4 package was used in R 4.0.3 (CRAN, 2020), to compare both the effect of contrast and of caustic treatment on the crab and cuttlefish response using a binary distribution of data. The function drop1 then compared models with and without each factor using a chi-square test statistic. Crab and cuttlefish identity was included as a random factor to account for the repeated measures design within each experiment.
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